
Our guest speaker in August was
listening to both fictional and
real-life stories when she was

a young child.  So it may have been no
surprise to her mother when, at the
tender age of four, Nadia Wheatley
announced she wanted to be a writer.
And, by the time she was eight, she
knew she wanted to write history as
well as fiction.

But there were few rôle models for this
aspiring Australian-born author, as
most of the books available during the
fifties were set in England and, to a
lesser extent, Europe.  However, there
was one particular book Nadia cites as
an "enormous influence":

by historian and author Eve
Pownall and illustrated by Margaret

Aboriginal children at Papunya in
the Western Desert of the Northern
Territory, a consultancy that resulted
in the multi-award-winning

Following on from this ,
a collection of poetry and art of the
students alongside Nadia's text and
Ken's artwork, was published.

Nadia Wheatley has also written for
adults – short stories and the award-
winning biography

(2001) for
example – but writing for a younger
audience seems to be her favourite
task.  And her success in this field
could by amply rewarded.  In a recent
interview Nadia enthused that "children
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Award-winning Author

NADIA WHEATLEY

... on growing up in Australia

Senior.  And there were also some inspirational fiction
writers – Australian and female – encountered around
the same time:  Nan Chauncy, Patricia Wrightson,
Eleanor Spence, and Joan Phipson.  It is thanks to this
seminal combination of writers that we can enjoy the
wonderful range and scope of work by Nadia, beginning
in 1976 and culminating, for the moment, in her most
recent publication:

Consisting of eighty mini-biographies of children who
helped to shape the Australia we know today,

is the result of many years of hard work, meticulous
and extensive research, and many drafts.  Beginning in
the Ice Age and ending with Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd's 2008 Apology to the Stolen Generations, Nadia
chose her subjects not because they became famous
(though many did) but, in her words, "because their story
of growing up exemplified or explained something that
was going on in the 'big picture' of national political
events".

As has been the case with much of this writer's work,
is a collaboration with illustrator Ken

Searle.  Previously, Nadia and Ken have spent time with

are the most enthusiastic readers, and they are also the
most important readers".  Given this passion, it was gratify-
ing to hear the announcement that she is Australia's
author-nominee for the 2014

, sometimes called 'the little Nobel Prize' – the
highest international recognition given to a living author
whose complete works have made a lasting contribution
to children's literature.  High praise indeed!

Young and older readers alike are invited to join the
audience to hear Nadia Wheatley speak about this im-
portant new historical resource, as well as getting the
opportunity to meet face-to-face with one of Australia's
best-loved writers for young people.

– Herma Sieper

The Friends of Balmain Library

FRIDAY 9th August @ 7.00 for 7.30 pm
Meeting Room – rear of Balmain Town Hall

Entry : $ 15 / $ 10 (FOBL members *)
… with Drinks & Supper included

* You can join FOBL on the night …
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This year, as in the past fourteen, FOBL has continued
to work in keeping with the aims set out in its Constit-
ution, but with the flexibility needed to adapt to the
constant changes in Australian society in general,
and in the Balmain community in particular.
Although relatively small, the number of FOBL members
is steady and reliable, and notwithstanding the
change of our postal address causing some minor
hiccups in membership renewal, there has been no
significant change in numbers.
Financially, FOBL is as healthy as its members could
wish, a statement that will be supported by the report
of our skilled and hard-working Treasurer, Annette
Waterworth. Without solid economic management
FOBL wouldn’t be able to implement its vibrant annual
program of events.
And now it is time for me to briefly run through
FOBL’s projects and activities in the past year.
At the AGM of 2012 a well-known and respected
Balmain resident, Hall Greenland, was our guest
speaker.  Hall’s topic was: Balmain as Birthplace of
Australia’s Modern Democracy – an intriguing subject
that kept the audience engaged and entertained 'til
the lively session of questions and answers that
followed the talk.
During June and July 2012, our Committee worked
intensively at preparing and managing the two FOBL
annual school writing competitions. The first, for
primary students of Years 5 and 6, involved six
Balmain Primary Schools; while the second focused
on teenagers in Years 7 to 10 at the Sydney Second-
ary College in Balmain.
Our project is generously sponsored by the Balmain
Rozelle Community Bank, and implemented by an
ad hoc FOBL Sub-Committee, which includes as
judges a high school teacher, a curriculum specialist,
and the former President of the NSW Branch of the
Children's Book Council.  These skilled, hard-working
professionals, with their impeccable approach, have
been crucial in the success of our initiative.
At the conclusion of each competition, award nights
were held, in July for the secondary students, and in
September for the primary students.
For those in tonight’s audience who haven’t been
involved in these thrilling occasions, I will say that
this hall becomes a place of joy, laughter and pride,
a place where three generations mingle to share the
pleasure of celebrating the creative reading and
writing skills of the youngest Balmain citizens. FOBL
is proud of this highly successful initiative, now three
years old. Thanks to the ongoing support of the
Community Bank we will keep it going with the aim of

encouraging and rewarding the creative writing of our
local young people.
Also in July, FOBL held a book sale over a weekend.
Considering the amount of work done on that occasion,
not only by our Committee but also by members of
their families, we were hoping for better financial
results, but the bad weather didn’t help.  I must add,
however, that those who participated in the event –
braving the rain and the cold to visit the display of
books in this hall – there were treasures to discover,
to buy at record discounts, and to take away for later
enjoyment.
In September this hall was full to capacity for a well-
known, and well-liked, guest speaker, the author,
journalist and broadcaster Richard Glover.  He gave
his audience new insights into the value and power of
reading, in an interesting and humorous presentation
that kept the public engaged from beginning to end.
FOBL’s Christmas function was held on November
30, with legendary Balmain resident, Australian Living
National Treasure, Margaret Fulton OAM.  It was not
a talk in the traditional sense but a delightful, witty and
spontaneous conversation with her grand-daughter,
Louise Fulton Keats, a young lawyer and journalist, who
by now is also a fellow passionate cook like Margaret,
keeping up with the family tradition. To celebrate our
special guest on that occasion the food in our supper
was based on Margaret’s recipes, especially the
Christmas ones.  Needless to say, that event was a
real success.
Our first function for 2013 was the talk by the interna-
tionally renowned author Tom Keneally, another Aus-
tralian National Living Treasurer, who spoke of his
latest book The  Daughters  of Mars – captivating his
listeners not only with fascinating insights into the
characters in the novel, but also into the mysterious
and intriguing process of writing.
It is now my task to give you a quick update about
FOBL’s ongoing activities

1. As our web site is being visited by a growing
number of people we have decided to have it
revised and updated in order to make it even
more interactive and efficient, thus facilitating
its monitoring which is carried out by our expert
and efficient Secretary Gillian.  We expect the
new version of www.fobl.org.au to be opera-
tional within this year.

2. FOBL’s papers, documenting its 15 years of
existence, are patiently and efficiently being
archived by another capable and hard-working
member of our Committee, Shirley, who has
almost finished this task.

Edition 1  :  March 2010

A Word from the Chair of FOBL
            Mariella Totaro-Genevois

ANNUAL REPORT : as presented at FOBL’s AGM 10 May 2013
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3. The Open Book Group, now in its 6th year,
continues to be well-liked and well-attended.
Its openness and friendliness make it popular
regardless of its participants being regular or
occasional.

4. FOBL has been invited to have a monthly
segment on Radio Balmain. In a brief interview
recorded on the last Wednesday of each
month we have the opportunity to inform the
public of what’s going on in our field.

5. FOBL’s publication Bookworm, capably edited
by Herma, continues to offer information and
entertaining reading to all our members, especi-
ally those less inclined to use computers.
However, as part of the overhaul of FOBL’s
website, an electronic version of Bookworm
will also appear at the same time as the
printed one.

6. One more thing to mention:
  The Nobel Laureates' Collection project is

about to reach completion, and we plan to
launch it, possibly in November.

That ends my account of our work for the year May
2012 to May 2013, and I would now like to express
my heartfelt thanks to each and every member of
the FOBL Committee.  This is a team that only a civic-
minded community such as Balmain could produce.
I have now had the pleasure of chairing the FOBL
Committee over a period of five years, with never a
dull moment but rather the ongoing wonderful feel-
ing of working among friends, to achieve things
friends of Balmain Library believe in.  Please join
me in giving them all a deserved round of applause.

Dr MariellaTotaro-Genevois
Chair Friends of Balmain Library

    Chair  :    Mariella Totaro-Genevois
    Secretary  :      Gillian O’Mulloy
    Treasurer  :     Annette Waterworth
    Membership Sec.  :   Pam Dingle
    Public Officer  :     Helen Colman

 Editor  :    Herma Sieper

    General Committee :  Nola Harris – Jan Aitkin –
 Shirley Allen – Maryellen Galbally – Bronwyn Monro

It's a bit over two years since FOBL hosted the
ever-popular, and much-looked-forward to, Book
Boost.  Those who attended either of the previous
events won't need reminding of the format;  but for
newcomers, here is an outline of the proceedings.

Ɣ A great number of books are supplied by
and delivered to the Library.

Ɣ FOBL committee members are rostered to
display books for selection by members and
library users, as well as having the opportu-
nity to promote the library and the aims of
The Friends.

Ɣ Books chosen are then vetted by library
staff to avoid duplications.

Ɣ When our target dollar value is reached, left
overs are repacked to be sent back to

Ɣ After a period of time, allowing for acces-
sion procedures by library staff, these
books will contain a specially-printed dona-
tion label to show they have been provided
with funds raised by The Friends of Balmain
Library.

Friday  18th October  : between 12 noon and 4 pm

Saturday 19th October  : between 10 am    and 4 pm

Sunday  20th October  : between 10 am    and 4 pm

Library Manager Marilyn Taylor has suggested
genres to fill holes in the collection, but we would
very much welcome some input from FOBL members
as well.  You have all helped raise money by attend-
ing regular speaker events and purchasing raffle
tickets etc., so deserve a big say in the kinds of
books you would like our library to have for your
enjoyment.

Please send your suggestions and any comments
regarding categories OR genres to :

friendsbalmainlibrary@gmail.com

And of course become involved in the process by
joining us on the dates mentioned above.

THIRD Book  Boost  for  balmain  library
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title of his latest book.  As ever, Hugh’s
incisive comments on social bindings
and personal involvement in communities
were very thought- provoking.

Our children’s programmes continue to
be well attended. and we are looking
forward to hearing from the best-selling
children’s author Duncan Ball, creator of

, during the
upcoming school holidays.

The  programme has expand-
ed by another session.  We now conduct
seven in all, which keeps our highly
talented children’s team on their toes.

Our Film Group will view
at its next gathering, popcorn and a
warm rug making the night complete.

And our  will
discuss Richard Ford’s  at its next
meeting.

It is very satisfying for all the team
members to see so much activity being
channelled through Balmain Library and
the Library will continue to explore new
ways to tap into the valuable community
resource that is thriving on the Peninsula.

Finally, on a sad note, it was with shock
that we learned of the sudden death of
Bill Ring, Balmain Town Hall’s resident
caretaker.  His death has been a loss to
the long term residents of Balmain.

EX LIBRIS ...
with Balmain Library Team Leader

NOLA  PEARCE
In recent months we have had many
occasions where we have celebrated a
growing sense of community in Balmain.

One of the highlights of this coming
together was the involvement of the local
primary school children in raising of the
Aboriginal flag for Reconciliation Week.
Their participation was overwhelmingly
enthusiastic to the point where the Town
Hall was full to capacity.  The ceremony
was conducted by Deborah Lennis, Indig-
enous Liaison Officer with Leichhardt
Council.  The students had many questions
about Indigenous culture and the event
came to a close with thunderous applause.
It was a very moving experience.

Now that winter is with us, our knitter’s
group have come into their own. The
meetings, which are held on a fortnightly
basis, are well attended by our dedicated
and talented knitters.  This is a group that
is expanding due to the welcoming atmos-
phere created by their generosity. We are
all looking forward to an exhibition of their
handiwork at Leichhardt Library in the
coming month.  is a
wonderful example of community in
action – whilst benefiting those who are
not directly part of our neighbourhood.

Recently, we have been fortunate enough
to host a number of author events.  These
have covered a range of themes and
genres, and have been very well received
by the Balmain community.

Award winning author Hanifa Deen dis-
cussed her latest narrative non-fiction
book .  Hanifa spent
years exploring the mayhem and contra-
dictions surrounding exiled Bangladeshi
writer Taslima Nasreen – often cast as a
female Salman Rushdie.  This behind-the-
scenes account of what really took place
when the international freedom of speech
giants, Amnesty, PEN,  stepped in
to “save Taslima” in a world-wide human
rights campaign.

More recently we heard Hugh MacKay
explain his concept of the good life – the
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On Friday morning I went to Robyn Davidson and
Emile Sherman being interviewed by Sally Warhaft
about Robyn’s trek from Alice Springs to the WA coast
with four camels, and a dog, in 1977.  I remembered
reading about it in the papers at the time with consider-
able excitement and amazement.  I was very disappointed
at how reluctant she seemed to be to talk about what
inspired her and the impact it had on her life.   Her book,
Tracks, was published in 1980 and she did say it was very
easy to write as all the details came back to her as she
put pen to paper.  The most interesting part of the
session was the dialogue with film producer, Emile
Sherman, who is currently finalising a film starring Mia
Wasikowska.  Robyn was delighted at the choice of star
and is looking forward to seeing the film, as am I. Tracks
has been reprinted in anticipation.

Friday afternoon I greatly enjoyed Caroline Baum’s
conversation with American, Claire Messud, author of
The Woman Upstairs.  Claire spent some time in Australia
as a child, and she told us Luna Park features in the book.
Caroline Baum is a wonderful interviewer – with an
extraordinary ability to bring out so much of a writer’s
self in relation to their work.  Perhaps she could have
drawn something more out of Robyn Davidson?

My friend from Canberra had won two tickets from
Monthly magazine to “Crafting the Message” at the Town
Hall on Friday night.  Leigh Sales chaired a discussion
about political spin and election planning with an inter-
national panel of Joe Rospars, Neil Lawrence and Mark
Textor, from which we got a taste of how it works in the
US and how compulsory voting plays an important rôle
in the different tactics required in Australia.

Given the uninviting weather and expected weekend
crowds, I did not attempt any more sessions.  With many
ticketed events and very big crowds, it has become much
more difficult to get into free sessions, almost all of
which need a half to one hour in a queue.

–  Shirley Allen

The very wet weather forecast for the main days of this
year’s Writers’ Festival did not seem to deter the crowds,
nor was it quite as wet as we feared.  On the Thursday
I was fortunate to choose to hear Michelle de Kretser
speaking in Bangarra Mezzanine which allowed us to
queue indoors.  She is a very engaging speaker and
explained the themes she wanted to explore in her latest
novel, Questions of Travel.  I have not read it yet, but
having greatly enjoyed her previous three novels, I am
impressed by the unusually wide variety of places, times
and themes she has chosen.  It was interesting, too, to
hear her own story of arriving as a welcome immigrant
to Australia from Sri Lanka – different times.

I had booked to hear William Dalrymple which was
essential, as Sydney Theatre was full.  We were treated to
a wonderfully theatrically told tale of how the British
tried and failed to subdue Afghan tribesmen from 1839
to 1842 – parallels with current events were all too
evident.  William Dalrymple spoke for 50 minutes with-
out notes, nor the prompts of an interviewer.

My friend and I were then able to buy tickets for the next
session at Sydney Theatre, “Historical Fact and Fiction”,
with two novelists, Edward Rutherfurd (Paris) and
Hannah Kent (Burial Rites), and historian Faramerz
Dabhoiwala – author of The Origins of Sex – in discussion
with Miriam Cosic.   It was not as confrontational as I
had expected, given the criticism in Australia of Kate
Grenville’s The Secret River.  Indeed our historian
seemed quite happy with historical novels provided
they were treated as fiction and not fact.  Hannah Kent,
whose novel is based on a very meagre collection of facts,
said her main intention was to imagine what kind of
world her characters inhabited and how they might have
experienced it, given those few clues on which to build.

SYDNEY  WRITERS’ FESTIVAL  –  2013
Reminiscences  and  Inspiration

Postscript:
Against a formidable group
in the short list, Michele de
Kretser won this year's Miles
Franklin Award for her novel
Questions of Travel.
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As many of you would already be aware,

2013 is the second year of our Writing

Competition for students from years 7-10

at Balmain Secondary College.

This writing competition took place in

May, after the NAPLAN tests, and took

the form of an imaginative story on the

theme of “Diversity”.  Students were

given two stimulus images on this theme,

as chosen by the school and reproduced

below, and asked to write up to 800 words.

The judges were obviously keen to see

the way in which students used this

theme of diversity in order to shape their

stories and, although there were some

stories with very similar elements, there

SECONDARY  SCHOOL
WRITING  COMPETITION

Sponsored by FOBL & Balmain/Rozelle Community Bank

was, pleasingly, also a great variety

amongst the entries.

Although the judging has concluded –

and winners and highly commended

entries identified – students and parents

will have to wait until July 26 for our

awards night to find out the winners.

Our OBG is certainly “open” both in word and in nature.
Last summer Jean Scott was visiting from North East England.
She was interested to join in with a local book group so, on
spotting our poster in Balmain Library, came along to our
February meeting.  Back home in Washington Jean was kind
enough to post the following report on their U3A Website.

What I Did On My Holidays

I was lucky enough to have escaped two months of the winter
when I went to stay with my daughter and son-in-law in Sydney,
Australia. They live in the western suburb of Balmain.  Balmain
is one of the older parts of the city, lots of beautiful restored
homes and a proper high street where you can still find small
shops, cafés and a library housed in a lovely, grand building.
I thought it would be fun to attend a book group in what is after
all a foreign country, even if we do (almost) share a language.

The book to be discussed was The Inheritance of Loss by Kiran
Desai.  I was made very welcome by the group and its organiser
Gillian O'Mulloy.  The moderator was Sandra and she briefly
described the setting and plot of the book before discussions
began.  I enjoy our U3A book group because everyone's opinion
is respected and it was the same there.  I enjoy hearing what
others think, so often someone will say something that I had
not even considered and that is very thought provoking.  The
plot revolves round a group of people, all except one, Indian,
and their experiences during the Gurkha uprising of the 1980s.

To hear about the class system in India, not necessarily the
same as the caste system, made for an eye-opening plot.
I confess to knowing nothing about this period and found it
fascinating.  One character goes off to the USA as an illegal
emigrant, hoping to start a new life, get papers and do well –
his story was heart-breaking.

The members of the group were mainly women but there was
one man to even the numbers a little.  Some of the group had
been born in the UK but had long since made their home
in Australia.  There was a couple who were living between the
two countries and had apartments in both – that seems to me
to be a great way to never see a winter again!

Thank you so much to everyone who welcomed me on that day.
I enjoyed it very much.

Jean Scott

Nominated by OBG members, our list for the coming year
has now been finalised. There is some interesting reading
ahead including:  the winner of the Man Asian Literary Prize
2012, Please Look After Mother by Kyung-Sook Shin; The
English Passengers by Matthew Kneale;  and Mateship with
Birds by Carrie Tiffany, first recipient of the new Stella Prize
for literature by women, and winner of the NSW Premier's
Award for fiction.  Among the non-fiction choices is Foreign
Devils on the Silk Road by Peter Hopkirk.

For a full listing please see our website www.fobl.org.au.

Do come along and join us on the second Tuesday of the
month at 1 pm – in the Meeting Room, Balmain Library.
Discussion is followed by afternoon tea and a chance to socialise.

FOBL’s  OPEN  BOOK  GROUP
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Starvation Funding of Libraries …
The Inner West Independent newspaper of 23rd May

2013 headlined an attack by Leichhardt Mayor,

Darcy Byrne, on the State Government for reducing

the funding of our library services.

It seems the State Government was at one stage

responsible for 50% of library costs but now picks

up only 5% of these services.  This has left the

Council with a $1 million shortfall each financial

year.

This appears to be part of a cost-shifting exercise.

He said that for 18 years the Government had refused

to increase its proportion of funding towards council

libraries in line with inflation – let alone increase

funding in real terms – which means that this

amounts to an expenditure of $A 1.85 per person per

year for library support.

Considering the growing importance of libraries in

the community as multi-media centres and places

for community interaction, in addition to their basic

purpose, this is really alarming news !

While the Library Friends Groups need to lobby the

Government over library funding in general,  it is

clear that there is a crucial, ongoing role for Friends

of Balmain Library in providing funds that support

our Library’s initiatives.

–  Jan Aitkin for FOBL

Don’t throw your books out yet !
Although there is a lot of evidence to support the notion

that e-book sales are beginning to out-strip hard copies,

a recent article in the Sydney Morning Herald suggests

print books will be with us for a long time yet – albeit

“imbued with nostalgia, akin to vinyl records and Polaroid

cameras”.  Consider that many of us thought the popularity

of home videos would ring the death knell for cinema,

only to witness, after a few lean years, the multiplex

cinema phenomenon.  And LP records are coming back

into vogue despite the ability to load thousands of music

tracks onto personal MP3 players and the like.  Given this

recent history, it is probably a bit too soon to forecast the

total demise of print books!

To finish, here's a nice quote Jan Aitkin found for us.  It

comes from Alan Prior,  a bookseller in Youghal, County

Cork, Ireland :

I was heartened to hear a mother declare to her young
daughter as they entered my shop, “You'll never get that
smell from a kindle”.

A treat for Italiophiles !
For an insight into Italian social, political, and cultural

life, it's hard to find a better pair of books than Italian
Neighbours:  An Englishman in Verona (1992) and its

sequel Italian Education (1996). So it's very exciting to

read that the incomparable Tim Parks has just published

Italian Ways: On and Off the Rails from Milan to Palermo.

Originally from Manchester, Parks has lived in Verona

with his Italian wife Rita for close on 32 years, giving him

plenty to say about the more farcical aspects of Italy and

Italians.  But Parks is not one to laugh at the expense of

his fellows;  his insight comes through affection as much

as exasperation, allowing us a very personal glimpse into

what it means to be a foreigner in such a complex society.

All three books are strongly recommended.

Balmain Town Hall Caretaker
It was a great shock to learn of the sudden death of Bill

Ring, long-time Balmain identity and caretaker of the

Balmain Town Hall complex.  With Bill living on site,

community groups using these valuable community facil-

ities could always rely on Bill to make sure we had plenty

of chairs and tables, as well as maintaining a clean kitchen

for catering purposes.  FOBL has enjoyed Bill's co-operation

and assistance with all of our events in the Meeting Room

– and the committee has written to Leichhardt Council

requesting it continues with this important service and,

particularly, its “living-on-the-premises” component.

Our condolences go out to Bill's family and friends.



No, there is no prize for guessing, but well done

those who knew it is Malorie Blackman.  I had never

heard of this literary institution until my teacher

daughter mentioned it.  So I headed straight for

Wikipedia and found it is ‘a position awarded in the

United Kingdom once every two years to a distin-

guished writer, or illustrator, of children’s books’.  It

is funded by the publishing industries and sundry

NGOs – with a biannual bursary of GBP 10,000.

As I am an occasional collector of kids’ book illus-

trators I was very interested to see who were the

laureates:  Quentin Blake, Anne Fine, Michael

Morpurgo, Jacqueline Wilson, Michael Rosen,

Anthony Browne, Julia Donaldson and now Malorie

Blackman.  Ouch!  I was only familiar with Quentin

Blake – one of my all time favourites – and Michael

Morpurgo.  So I went and did a little checking …

In case you have managed to avoid books illustrated

by Quentin Blake (Sir Quentin Saxby Blake) he  does

wonderful cartoonish funny characters – and he

writes a few books himself (35) out of  a total of 323

that he’d worked on by 2006.

Michael Morpurgo is a writer, playwright, poet and

librettist – first children’s book The Butterfly Lion,
but very notable just now for the adult play War
Horse.  He was an originator, together with poet Ted

Hughes, of the Children's Laureate idea.

Anne Fine is a writer – very prolific – Diary of a Killer
Cat, The Granny Project, and Mrs Doubtfire – the

film was based on her book.  Jacqueline Wilson is a

writer and broadcaster – writing for young adults on

topics such as divorce – and  best known for a series

called The Story of Tracy Beaker which has been

adapted for the screen.

Michael Rosen was way outside the usual mould – of

Jewish origin, far Left and very political – writing across

many fields, with science thrown in – see Michael
Rosen’s Sad Book written after the death of one of

his children, and the hugely popular We're Going on
a Bear Hunt.  And, speaking of bears, Anthony

Browne is an illustrator and probably best known for

Gorilla (he has a thing about them and was bitten

by one as he tried to get to know them better) but

also wrote on bears in the delightful picture book,

Bear Hunt.
Julia Donaldson sounds like fun – writer, busker,

performer – big on rhyming stuff and famous for

The Gruffalo.
Malorie Blackman describes herself as ‘a black woman

writer’ and, not surprisingly, she had a struggle for

higher education – first becoming a computer

programmer and finally moving into writing.  Her field

is young adults and she deals with the hard topics

like racism and violence, as well as being keen on

science fiction type plots. Her latest in a huge body of

work is Boys Don't Cry 2.

What these people all have in common is that they

have been prolific producers across media and most

of them have won other awards - Carnegie, Green-

away etc.

I’m so glad that my ‘grandies’ have met quite a few of

these books – but it does bring me to the question

of what have we in Australia to honour our best

children’s writers?   Perhaps I should ask the Child-

ren’s Librarian in our very own library!

Who is the Children’s Laureate?

–  Jan Aitkin


